
 

 

Reports to June Meeting of Parish Council 

Update for North Nibley Parish Council:  June 2016 Meeting.  

Agenda Item 5.   (Amended)  

This is an update of matters following the May 2016 Annual Meeting of the 

Parish Council:   

• Sale of Breakheart Hill land.  Following the decision by the Council on the 

sealed bids for purchase of the land, Loxley solicitors have drawn up a Land 

Registry Transfer of whole title document (TR1).  This has been signed on 

behalf of the Council and returned to Loxley.   It should be noted that in the 

TR1 it specifically states under section 11 (Additional provisions). 11.1. “The 

Transferee covenants with the Transferor that the Transferee and their 

successors in title to the Property will not use the Property for anything other 

than equestrian, horticultural or agricultural purposes.”  

• Mrs Elizabeth Oakley.  I have shown Elizabeth around the Parish and spent 

time bringing her up to speed with work of the Council. As previously agreed I 

will continue in post until after the July Meeting, which I will attend in a support 

role;  

• Affordable Housing.   Karen Phimister (GRCC) has agreed to attend the 

June Meeting (Item 6); 

• Broadband.  I have emailed Matt Lloyd at BT/Openreach for a further update;  

• Parish Council website.  As agreed I have written to District Cllr. Ken Tucker 
in relation to the District Council’s recent decision to cease providing website 
facilities for parish councils;  

• Council’s Annual Report & Accounts.  The Council’s Annual Return has 

been sent to and receipt acknowledged by the external auditor.   

• Internal Auditor. As agreed by Council (Minute 8/5/2016) I have purchased a 

bottle of wine (payable from the Chairman’s Budget) to thank Alan Kennett for 

his many years of support to this Council; 

• The Council’s Meetings for 2016/17 have been booked with the Village 

Hall.  The Council will at some time need to decide the date for the Annual 

Parish Meeting and book the Hall for that purpose;  

• Website provider.  Due to other time pressures I have not taken forward the 

Council’s decision to buy a new website from Vision ICT provider.  I 

recommend that Elizabeth actions this once she has settled into post and 

has time to take this forward.  

• Repairs to St. Martin’s Churchyard wall.  As instructed I have taken action 

to secure 3 bids to repair the recent damage to the south facing wall of the 

churchyard. This will be decided under Agenda Item 14 (3).  



• Wood Lane.  Following several emails & ‘phone calls I have been advised 

by Gloucestershire Public Rights of Way that the gulley and sump will be 

cleared.   

 

 

 

Since issuing the Agenda & Update paper there have been some further 

developments:  

 

• The Wood Lane gulley & sump have been cleared; 

• Planning Decisions have been made on some local applications, namely:-  

1) Land at Waterley Bottom (S.16/0616/FUL) has been Permitted; 

2) Millmans Farm (S.16/0759/FUL & S.16/0786/LBC) have been 

 Withdrawn; 

3) Laburnum House, 2 The Street, (S.16/0680/HHOLD) has been 

 Permitted.   

• Community Speed Watch Group.   Following the Council’s decision to 

proceed with a Speed Watch Group I am putting forward to the Police & 

Crime Commissioner a bid for a grant to purchase the equipment needed 

for such a Group to operate.   

• The Council’s laptop has been repaired.  

 

Rex Symons 

Clerk to the Parish Council.  4 June 2016 

 

Report on County Council Matters to North Nibley Parish Council 

6th June 2016 

John Cordwell 

 

Berkeley Road Bridges 

The contract has been awarded. I am advised by Andrew Middlecote that the 

replacement work will be done between 6th and 15th September under complete 

closure of the A38. The A38 will be down to single lane (traffic light controlled) 

operation from some time in July. The official diversion route will be a long one. 

(They can only publicise diversions to other roads of the same class, i.e. other A 

roads in this case and not to minor roads or the M5.)  

During the closure the rail line will also be closed. 



It seems likely that these dates will not change as these are the ones that 

have Network Rail approval. Press releases and formal notification of parishes will 

follow later. 

There is also a need to protect the BT fibre optic cable which passes over the 

bridge. 

 

Cotswold District Council and West Oxfordshire Unitary Council bid 

This proposal has now been abandoned by Cotswold District Council. There may still 

be repercussions for Cotswold District Council if West Oxfordshire does become a 

unitary as they currently share a chief executive.  

 

Finally, my thanks and best wishes to Rex for his invariable helpfulness to me in 

carrying out my role.   

 

John Cordwell 

Stroud District Council Wotton under Edge Ward 

(Wotton under Edge, North Nibley and Stinchcombe) 

June Monthly report for Parish and Town Councils from 

Stroud District Councillors Catherine Braun, George Butcher, 

Ken Tucker. 

Council business will resume in June, with the following Committees due to meet:   

Strategy & Resources, Development Control, Environment, Housing and 

Community Services & Licensing Committee.  

 

All meetings can be viewed online via the webcasts at 
http://www.stroud.gov.uk/council/webcasts 

 

Members of the Committees have now been confirmed.  As previously noted your 
Councillors have seats on the following committees: 

 

• Strategy & Resources – Cllr Tucker 
• Environment Committees - Cllr Tucker 
• Community Services and Licencing - Cllr Butcher 



• Housing Committee – Cllr Braun 
 

• Gloucestershire Devolution Cotswold District Council has confirmed that 
it intends to remain within Gloucestershire, so talks are now back on, in 
relation to the Gloucestershire devolution application to Government.  The 
bid ‘We are Gloucestershire’ has been endorsed by all the District 
Councils and County Council, the NHS Clinical Commissioning Group, the 
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), the Gloucestershire Constabulary and 
the Office of Police and Crime Commissioner.  For further information see: 
https://weareglos.com/devolution-bid-for-gloucestershire/our-bid/.   

 

Ongoing local issues  

• Sheltered accommodation in Dryleaze Court, Wotton, is due to be 
demolished to make way for another development. The remaining 9 
residents will only leave when suitable accommodation has been found for 
all of them.  We continue to closely follow this development. 
 

• Potholes continue to big a huge problem in our area. All residents are 
encouraged to report potholes via the GCC website:  
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/reportit 
 

• Local concerns:  Potholes (WuE, NN and S), Vehicle speeding (WuE, 
NN and S), Predatory building developments (WuE), Poor broadband & 
mobile signal (NN & S), Poor public transport service from Cam & Dursley 
station (S), fly tipping of waste (S).  

  

Report on Parish Footpaths Autumn 2015 / Spring 2016 

Parish Councillor,  David Palmer. 

7th October 2015 

Starting from the bottom of the drive to Nibley House Farm, I walked up the drive and 

through the farmyard on CNN24. (the footpath map shows the path going along the 

edge of the field for the latter part avoiding the actual farmyard.) 

The path branches off SE at this point and goes through 3 field gates and along to 

the South of the cemetery. Once in the large field I turned right and onto CNN25 

down to the end of CNN25 and turned left onto CNN49. 

This brought me out onto Daisy Lane and I turned right onto CNN61. 

At the new mansion I turned right onto the bridleway CNN48 where the drainage has 

been much improved. Carrying on CNN48 passing the start of CNN25 and CNN49 I 

proceeded to the field gate. 



Here I turned left onto the bridleway CNN46. There are no signs here. This bridleway 

now follows the field edge shown as a track on the map and is well maintained. The 

route shown on the footpath map has not been blocked. Proceeding through a small 

gate into the coppice, the drainage is much improved here. The new agreed route 

through the coppice and to the drive of Katherine's Farm is clear. 

I turned left over a stile onto CNN47. The bridleway and footpath are not signed at 

this point. I followed CNN47 to the meeting point with CNN51 and CNN48 which is 

not quite as shown on the footpath map. 

I turned right onto CNN51 to the barn at Elmcote Farm. There is no sign here. 

I turned left onto CNN52, crossed the road onto CNN53 and out to the road at 

Howley. 

 

8th October 2015 

Starting from the Sewage Works: the stile has no sign. I walked across the field on 

CNN1 to the stile by Fortune Farm which needs 2 more signs. And across to the end 

of CNN1 and the start of CST30. I returned to the stile at the junction of CNN1, 

CST50 and CNN2. There is no sign to CST50. I then proceeded along CNN2 and 

CST52 to the footbridge at Snitend and left up the road to CNN3. The signpost here 

is obscured by a large bush. I followed CNN3 which turns into CST51 where there is 

a stone stile. CST51 is blocked by fallen branches and vegetation until it meets the 

B4060 at Stancombe. I have reported this in the past. 

I returned along CNN3 back to the road where I turned left to the B4060 and right up 

to the Cotswold Way. I turned right onto The Cotswold Way (CNN62) and continued 

along until I turned right onto CNN23. The second stile here urgently requires 2 new 

steps. I continued to the Church. 

 

11th October 2015 

Starting from the B4058 by the entrance to 'The Ridge' I followed CWE1 along a path 

and gully (recently cleared) through the gardens of 'The Ridge' and under the metal 

bridge through a gate into the field. There should be 2 more signs as CWE1 crosses 

CWE2 here. Moving ahead and crossing a stile the path has been cleared down the 

hill and out into a field and the start of CNN17 and down to stile and CNN14. Up the 

hill and over a recently mended stile we go up steps and a steep path and more 

steps finally reaching the road by a cottage at the top of Whiteway. We cross the 

road and turn left down CNN13 down hill and left onto CNN60 passing Ashen Plains 

(cottage). We cross the road then a track and up bridleway CNN15 through into the 



woods. We cross a track then the end of CNN16A and up and along a track to the 

left. This track becomes CNN19 (with no sign to CNN20). 

The stile at the end of CNN19 has no signs (CWE2 goes left here). We turn right 

onto CNN20 to driveway (no signs here). We turn left here across the field on 

CNN18 to the far corner where there is a stile to CWE6 (no signs). Instead of 

crossing the stile we turn right down CNN16B and follow the fence until we meet at 

metal gate (no signs). We turn left through the gate and down to the track where we 

turn right. Seeing no evidence (recheck) of CNN16 turn off to the left we follow the 

track and back to the start of CNN20 (no sign) we branch right up CNN20 passing a 

large stone cross and onto the driveway next to Ridge Cottage. We continue to the 

start of the drive where we follow CNN21 along a tarmac roadway. Before the next 

gateway we turn right up a grass bank and walking parallel to the left hand field 

fence we pass through a gateway and turn left towards the left hand side of a 

cottage. Here we exit to the B4058. 

CNN16A requires checking. I have split CNN16 into 16A and 16B because the parts 

do not seem to join up. 

 

25th October 2015 

From Forthay take CNN7 across to the phone box at Pitt Court. The trodden path 

does not follow the exact line of the right of way. Take CNN33 up towards Nibley 

Knoll. The second gate has no sign. The path goes into the wood and up a track and 

then up some steps and up into the field on the Knoll. (there is a tree leaning over 

the path near the steps but it is not currently a problem). There is no stile (or fence) 

where the path emerges into the recently cleared field. The path goes immediately 

left, although there are some branches in the way, Until it meets bridleway CNN30 at 

the end of the field. Here you enter the trees and keep on the bridleway. Note that 

there are some yellow splodges on posts here that need removing. More bridleway 

signs are required at this complicated junction. We proceed onwards past a small 

fallen tree that needs lopping, crossing a couple of tracks and emerging onto the 

Cotswold Way. We turn sharp right onto the Cotswold Way along the track which has 

recently been officially made part of the Cotswold Way. We pass CNN38 where it 

proceeds left to Bournstream and continue on the Cotswold way CNN34. Take the 

right fork and proceed alongside Brackenbury Ditches until it meets CNN30 at the 

complex junction previously described. Proceed back into the Monument field 

following the left hand fence along CNN63. When we get to the monument we see 

that CNN32 has been expunged as the steps have been destroyed by a landslip. We 

turn right here on CNN64 which is now the official path of the Cotswold way and 

down until we meet Wood Lane CNN30. We turn right up to the quarry where a 

bridleway sign is required and bear right through the quarry on CNN31 then left 



down CNN30 to the junction with CNN29 which has no sign. Turn right down CNN29 

through the wood and down a steep hill to Forthay. 

 

26th October 2015 

From Forthay take CNN6 past Forthay House. The stile into the wood could do with 

a new top rail. Just over the stile a tree has fallen across the path above head height. 

The footbridge is generally OK. Across the road to CNN62, Lower House lane, 

Cotswold Way. 

From the cemetery take CNN24 across the field and right onto CNN25. Along the 

wooded section there are strings across the path, a fallen tree and a fallen fence. 

The sign is attached to a post on the ground. The path down the side of the garden 

is overgrown as usual. This could probably do with spaying with weed killer, being 

careful not to spray plants in the garden.  

From the Street down CNN26 overgrowth is a problem. Overgrowth from Innox 

Estate has been tackled although there are dead brambles that need removing. 

The left hand side is still overgrown. Although some trimming has been done at the 

back of houses in Warren Croft, considerable work is still required. 

Across the road on CNN27 which is OK 

 

28th October 2015 

From London Road took CWE95 then right where several large firs that fell during a 

storm have been cleared. Then left on bridleway CNN65 and across several tracks. 

Some better signs along here would be useful. Merged with CNN30 out of the wood 

across the monument field, through the gate and around the quarry ( blue sign 

needed at gate at the top of Wood lane ) and down Wood Lane to the B4060. 

 

16th November 2015 

From Park farm House took CST49 Cotswold Way south onto CNN4 over stone stile 

down to Ivy Cottages and left along road then right over stone stile onto CNN5 

through brambles (this needs clearing)  and swamp, across footbridge along field 

passing Crowell Brook Mill through (stiff) gate onto driveway. Turned left to Crowell 

Brook and left up hill then right. Past bottom of Warend Hill. Turn right after last 

bungalow onto CNN8 over stile, down steep path and over footbridge and up the hill 

to Pitt Court. (the path up through the field is virtually impassable because of high 

nettles). 



 

15th March 2016 

By Breakheart quarry over the stile onto CNN9 and right through a gap in the fence. 

The area is rutted by bikes and the direction is not clear. Ahead on a path marked by 

yellow dots which is the old route of CNN9. Various well maintained paths skirt the 

quarry and rejoin the end of the new CNN9 at the eastern end and the path goes up 

hill and right passing a missing stile  and over a stile into the field near the covered 

reservoir. Signs are needed here. Across the field to a gate and stile which needs a 

step and signs to end of track. Turn right here onto CNN10 (no signs) and down a 

gully through the wood and over a stile and down the field to New Inn exiting through 

a kissing gate onto Axe lane. Up Axe lane (where a tree has fallen over the track 

leaving a 6ft headroom). At the top of Axe Lane turn right through a kissing gate onto 

CNN12. The path here should go to the left of the building but is blocked by a fence 

and locked gate. Had to turn right and follow the fence round until the path exists the 

field through a kissing gate and on through the woods.. The path is well marked and 

goes left at a track and right at a fork. Following the track eventually you see a sign. 

Turn right down some steps. You can carry on down along CNN12 to the road but I 

turned left onto CNN13 which skirts along the bottom of the wood then climbs back 

to a track. Turning right along the track we then turn right off the track then 2nd right 

onto CNN60 between cottages to the road. I turned right down the road to Waterley 

Bottom. At the footpath signpost turn left and over a stile onto CNN44. Walk across 

the field passing a lone holly tree. Just before Halfway Farm turn right over a stile 

into the next field. This stile needs replacing and a high post required to mark it's 

position. In the next field turn left along the hedge until you reach another stile where 

you cross to a track. (Needs new step and way markers). Turn right along the track 

and at then end go right over a stile into the field on CNN43 (needs way markers). 

Continue down the field passing to the left of a clump of trees and pond to bottom left 

corner of field. Cross the stile into a small wood and turn immediately right following 

the path through the trees parallel to the road until it meets the road near Waterley 

Bottom crossroads. 

 

17th March 2016 

Near Bradley Green follow the track to Bradley Farm, between fences and through a 

gate and bear slightly right across the field on CWE37 and over a stile into the golf 

course. Bear left across the golf course keeping the stream on your right and cross a 

railed footbridge onto CNN55 and across the field between large trees to a gate (no 

way markers), across a plank bridge. Carry on in the same direction through the next 

hedge and over a bridge. Bear right diagonally across field and through a gap next to 

an overgrown stile onto Vernals Lane. (needs new wording on signpost) Turn left to 

the end of the lane. Signpost needs replacing. Over the cattle grid and bear slightly 



right across field on CNN57. At the far end of the field the footbridge is overgrown 

but the stile is OK. (no markers) Turn left instead onto CNN58 and cross to left of 

Berry Hill Farm. CNN56 goes left here back to Vernals Lane and CNN59 goes right 

but there are no signs. You can go straight ahead still on CNN58 and over a 

footbridge where you bear slightly left on CWE38 to a kissing gate and back to 

Bradley Farm. Instead turn right at Berry Hill Farm over a metal farm gate through a 

small yard on CNN59 , through a gateway on the right and then left and through 

another gateway and diagonally right across a field to a stile. The path then bears 

along the hedgerow to the right to the Parish boundary. (this path is hard to find as 

there are no markers) 

 

 



18th March 2016 

From Swinhay lane take CNN52 across field and over footbridge and over field to 

right of barn at Elmcote Farm meeting CNN51. Proceed to other side of barn and go 

left 45 yards (there used to be a signpost here) There are no indicators to CNN50, 

51 & 52. Turn right onto CNN50 then through gap in RH hedge and diagonally 

across the field and through a gap in the next hedge and bear left over field, over a 

stile through a stable yard and through a V stile onto Lane. 

CNN22 across to the left of Field Cottage has now been reinstated after the 

rebuilding but is still very muddy. No access to OAL38A because of ground works to 

Field Cottage. 

 

19th March 2016 

From The Ridings on the B4058 take CWE7 and CWE6 through fields and end of 

wood and over stile (only 1 marker). CNN16 goes left and follows the field boundary. 

There is no exit where it is marked on the map. A little further on there is a field gate. 

Climb over and back track down to the track and sharp right along the track. Keeping 

near the tree line to the head of the promontory where you meet CNN15. The 

footpath map shows CNN16 leaving the track earlier but there is no physical 

evidence. Turn sharpish left and down the track. Before you meet the next track 

there is a gully to the right which is CNN16. Follow this down and over a track and 

down to a stile. Cross the stile and go down the field until you reach a track and the 

junction with CNN14 and CNN17. 

From Waterley Bottom crossroads go through a field gate onto CNN42 (sign 

missing). Follow the right hand side of the Doverle Brook to a stile. Over the stile and 

left along the road and right through a gate onto CNN41 (unmarked). Bear left up the 

hill to a stile and onto the road by Waterley House. 

CNN28 in front of cottages at Forthay is clear. 

 

21st March 2016 

From the track just south of Bassett Court turn right over a stile (no step) onto 

CNN45 and follow the direction of the signpost across the field to a stile (no step). 

Bear left over the field to a large gap in the hedge and along the same line to a field 

gateway. Proceed across the field and to the right of Katherine's Farm. The stile here 

is private and into a garden. The public footpath should go over a stile further to the 

right which no longer exists. The only option is to return the same way. 

From the B4060 between Southend and Bournstream proceed down the bank and 

steps and over a stile onto CNN54. Bear left and over a second stile and down the 



valley and over a third stile and left over the fourth stile and right down the paddock 

and over two more stiles and out to the road at Howley. 

Off Golf Course Road cross over a stile at Breakheart Quarry onto CNN9 and turn 

right through a gap in the fence into the wood. Bear left and then go right on the new 

CNN9 downhill (needs sign) and curve left (this section is used by bikes). Carry on 

downhill where the trees have yellow dots. Various pieces of wood stick up where 

there used to be steps. Curve left along the fence/tree line. Yellow dost on trees 

mark the path at places. Follow these around the fence/tree line and eventually uphill 

where some steps are missing but others still exist. At the top of the steps turn right 

and then uphill and right passing a missing stile  and over a stile into the field near 

the covered reservoir. Signs are needed here. Across the field to a gate and stile 

which needs a step and signs to end of track. 

 

25th March 2016 

Off B4060 near Bournstream, up bank by drive to Ivy House and over a stile (broken 

step) onto CNN38. Up the field by the Left and fence and through a farm gate and 

right up the field to a stile into the wood. (the stile may need some work in the near 

future) Up the track to the top of the hill and the Cotswold way. 

 

 



Missing: 

11, 35, 36, 37, 39 numbers not used 

32 expunged (steps to Monument) 

40 does not exist 

Notes for Later 

backing on to Innox footpath we have: 21 The Street and 6&7 Warren Croft. 

 

Maintenance of Public Paths (A.J. Drake 4/79 Ramblers Assoc) 

What grows over the highway from outside its limits is overgrowth. 

Overgrowth is the responsibility of the occupier of the adjacent land and the 

highway authority can serve a hedge clearing notice under section 134 of the 

Highways Act 1959 if the growth endangers or obstructs the passage of vehicles or 

pedestrians. 

A hedge clearing notice must allow 14 days for the cutting or lopping to take place 

after which the authority can, subject to right of appeal to a magistrates' court carry 

out the work itself and recover the expenses reasonably incurred. No mention of 

removal of cuttings. 

 

Problems to be tackled 

• Sewage Works, CNN1 the stile has no sign 

• CNN1, stile by Fortune Farm needs 2 more signs 

• stile at the junction of CNN1, CST50 and CNN2: There is no sign to CST50 

 

• Snitend road to CNN3: The signpost here is obscured by a large bush 

•  

 CNN3 onto CST51: CST51 is blocked by fallen branches and vegetation until 

it meets the B4060 at Stancombe. I have reported this in the past. 

• CNN5: brambles need clearing 

• CNN6: The stile into the wood could do with a new top rail. 

• CNN8: the path up through the field is virtually impassable because of high 

nettles 

 



• CNN9: Signs are needed. At far end a stile needs a step and signs to end of 

track. 

 

• junc CNN9 with CNN10 - no signs 

 

• CNN12: The path here should go to the left of the building but is blocked by a 

fence and locked gate. This has been reported. 

• CNN16 follows the field boundary. There is no exit where it is marked on the 

map. A little further on there is a field gate. 

 

• CNN16: The footpath map shows CNN16 leaving the track before it meets 

CNN15 but there is no physical evidence. 

• CNN16B  metal gate (no signs) 

• junc CWE6 with CNN16 - needs a sign 

 

• CNN19: no sign to CNN20 

 

• stile at the end of CNN19 has no signs (CWE2 goes left here) 

 

• junc CNN18 with CWE6 - no signs 

• CNN22 across to the left of Field Cottage has now been reinstated after the 

rebuilding but is still very muddy. No access to OAL38A because of ground 

works to Field Cottage. 

• CNN23 (CNN62 end): The second stile here urgently requires 2 new steps 

 

• CNN25. Along the wooded section there are strings across the path, a fallen 

tree and a fallen fence. The sign is attached to a post on the ground. The path 

down the side of the garden is overgrown as usual. 

 

• From the Street down CNN26 overgrowth is a problem. The left hand side is 

still overgrown. Although some trimming has been done at the back of houses 

in Warren Croft, considerable work is still required. 

• CNN33 up towards Nibley Knoll: The second gate has no sign 

 

• junc CNN30, CNN34, CNN65: More bridleway signs are required at this 

complicated junction. 

• Wood Lane CNN30 bridleway sign required by gate at quarry 

 

• junc CNN30 with CNN29 - no sign 

 

• CNN38: stile off B4060 has a broken step 

 

• CNN38: stile into the wood may need some work in the near future 



• CNN43 South end: needs signs 

 

• CNN44: before halway farm - This stile needs replacing and a high post 

required to mark it's position. 

 

• CNN44 end: stile needs new step and signs 

• From the track just south of Bassett Court turn right over a stile (no step) onto 

CNN45 

 

• CNN45 at Katherine's Farm: The stile here is private and into a garden. The 

public footpath should go over a stile further to the right which no longer 

exists. The only option is to return the same way. 

• junc CNN46 with CNN47 - no signs 

 

• junc CNN47 with CNN51 - no sign 

 

• junc CNN48 with CNN46 - no signs 

 

• junc CNN50, 51 & 52 needs signpost 

• CNN55: half way along gate needs signs 

 

• junc CNN55 with Vernals Lane - overgrown stile - needs new wording on 

signpost 

 

• junc CNN56 with CNN57: signpost needs relacing 

 

• CNN57: At the far end the footbridge is overgrown but the stile needs signs 

 

• junc CNN56 with CNN58 and CNN59 a signpost is needed 

 

• CNN59: difficult to follow 

• junc CNN63 with CNN64: needs a signpost at the monument to Nibley and 

Wotton 

 

• CNN65: Some better signs along here would be useful 

 

Agenda Item 16:  CORRESPONDENCE & MESSAGES: June 2016. 

Items for your information.  I have received the following communications & 

documents since your last Meeting: 



• Gloucestershire Police:  Various emails (forwarded to Councillors) about incidents 

in and around the area. 

• Came & Company:  Documents relating to Council Insurance policy for 2016/17. 

• Stroud District Council:  Notification of DCC Agenda for 7 June, to include Mount 

Pleasant application. 

• GAPTC:  Details of recent announcement on local council pay increases. 

• Loxley solicitors.  Confirmation of sale of Breakheart land and receipt of Deeds  

and Land registry documents for Council signature.  

• GAPTC:  Details of June & July Training Programme. (Sent to Councillors). 

• David Palmer:  Footpaths & Monument reports.  

• Gloucestershire CC:  Winter preparation.  Do we want any further grit/salt supplies?   

Should Councillors want further details of any of above please contact me.  

 

Rex Symons 
Clerk to North Nibley Parish Council 
6 June 2016 
 


